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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

Development of Myelin in Wolfram Syndrome 

By 

Olga Neyman 

Doctor of Philosophy in Biology and Biomedical Sciences 

Neurosciences 

Washington University in St. Louis, 2023 

Professor Tamara Hershey, Chair 

Wolfram syndrome is a rare, autosomal recessive disease traditionally characterized by juvenile 

onset insulin dependent diabetes, optic atrophy, deafness, and neurodegeneration often beginning 

in childhood and adolescence. The disease is caused by mutations in WFS1, which encodes for 

the protein wolframin and is associated with endoplasmic (ER) stress-mediated apoptosis. ER 

stress-related dysfunction may inhibit production of myelin during neurodevelopment in 

Wolfram syndrome, as active and developing oligodendrocytes are more vulnerable to ER stress 

than mature ones. It is known that white matter tracts are compromised in the disease, but many 

questions related to the vulnerability of myelin and its impact on the disease remain. Here we 

characterize the developmental trajectory of myelin in both white and gray matter and examine 

how differences in myelin in Wolfram syndrome correlate to disease presentation. We also 

examine a novel mouse model of the disease to see how well any myelin pathology in the model 

mirrors what is seen in humans. 
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The human studies determined that a decreased rate of myelination in Wolfram syndrome as 

compared to controls throughout most of the brain, with a divergence in myelin integrity in early 

adulthood. However, tracts associated with visual processing were clearly hypomyelinated in 

early childhood followed by a normal rate of increased myelination over age. On the other hand, 

gray matter myelin was found to be largely conserved in the disease. Symptom severity was 

correlated to whole brain white matter myelin integrity markers in the brain, but lacked 

specificity, i.e. visual acuity was not correlated with markers in the optic radiations. The mouse 

model analysis found some differences in myelin integrity in regions such as the optic tracts, but 

was overall found to not be a sufficiently good model of the neuronal phenotype on Wolfram 

syndrome.  

Together, these studies confirm the strong involvement of white matter integrity in the pathology 

of the disease. They suggest a regionally specific pattern of vulnerability in the timing and rate of 

myelin development, and a broad relationship between the level of myelin integrity and severity 

of disease. These findings are crucial for the betterment of our understanding of this severe 

disease and will facilitate the identification of therapeutic targets and biomarkers to evaluate the 

efficacy of potential treatments. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
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1.1 Overview of Dissertation 

 Wolfram syndrome in a rare genetic disease which generally presents with optic atrophy, 

insulin-dependent diabetes, diabetes insipidus, and deafness, and can be accompanied by 

numerous other neurological symptoms. One of the most pronounced aspects of the Wolfram 

phenotype is either the dysmyelination within the brain. While the involvement of myelin is 

easily discernible through clinical radiology, the extent and progression of this involvement has 

not been well characterized, and will thus be the focus of this dissertation. 

 After an introduction covering the basics of the disease, myelin development, and how it 

may be studied, the dissertation examines the development of myelin in white matter tracts in 

Wolfram syndrome using state-of-the art diffusion tensor imaging analysis. The goals of this 

analysis are to describe the progression of the involvement of myelin and discern any regional 

differences in development. This chapter also explores how any differences in myelin integrity in 

Wolfram syndrome correlates to the severity of symptoms expressed. 

 Myelin is known to be impacted in white matter tracts in Wolfram, but myelin is also 

present in gray matter, albeit to a smaller degree. The next chapter thus explores whether myelin 

in the gray matter is also implicated in the disease. In order to do so, a technique called myelin 

mapping was applied. As this methodology provides a myelin index for the entire brain, myelin 

integrity in subcortical regions was also explored. 

 In order to develop a better understanding of the impact of Wolfram on a brain on a 

cellular level, animal models need to be used. To this time, no sufficiently translatable animal 

model, particularly for the neurophenotype of the disease, has been universally adopted. We 

complete this work by examining myelin and volumetric differences in an exon 5 knockout 

model to see how accurately it replicates the human phenotype. 
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1.2 Overview of Wolfram Syndrome `  

 Wolfram syndrome is a rare, autosomal recessive disease traditionally characterized by 

early-onset diabetes mellitus (DM), diabetes insipidus (DI), optic atrophy (OA) and 

sensorineural hearing loss (D), giving it the historic name DIDMOAD. After the finding of its 

causative genes (Inoue et al., 1998), the presentation of the disease was found to be more 

complex. Only two-third of patients will ultimately develop all symptoms of the classical 

presentation, but many will also develop a number of other neurologic abnormalities including 

bladder and bowel dysfunction, temperature dysregulation, gait abnormalities, loss of the senses 

of smell and taste, and psychiatric concerns (Samara et al., 2019). 

The presentation and progression of Wolfram syndrome has proven to be complex, with a 

large degree of variability among patients. A seminal study of 45 patients in the UK provided a 

framework for the natural history of the disease. On average, the first symptom to be noticed was 

insulin-deficient diabetes mellitus (median age 6), followed by optic atrophy (median age 11), 

diabetes insipidus (second decade), sensorineural deafness (second decade), and renal 

abnormalities (third decade). Neurological abnormalities such as cerebellar ataxia and 

myoclonus were reported to appear in the fourth decade, and the median age for death was 30, 

ranging from 25-49, usually from central respiratory failure driven by brainstem atrophy (Barrett 

et al., 1995). However, neurological abnormalities have since been shown to present significantly 

earlier, with a different study bringing the median age for neurologic symptoms down to 15, 

observed as cerebellar ataxia, dysarthria, dysphagia, nystagmus, or peripheral neuropathy 

(Chaussenot et al., 2011), and life expectancy was found to be previously underestimated. The 
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median age of a specialized service for those with Wolfram syndrome in England was 37 years 

old, with their oldest patient being 62 years (Eljamel et al., 2019). 

 While optic atrophy and insulin-dependent diabetes are nearly universal symptoms, 

central diabetes insipidus affects approximately 70% of patients while sensorineural deafness 

affects 65%. Most patients (60-90%) will develop urinary tract problems such as obstruction of 

ducts between the kidneys and bladder, high capacity atonal bladder, disrupted urination, bladder 

sphincter dyssynergia, or difficulty in controlling low of urine. 60% of patients report 

neurological manifestations, with ataxia being the most common concern (Urano, 2016).  

 Numerous studies have looked more in depth at particular aspects of the disease 

presentation. For instance, studies of gait of patients with Wolfram showed that patients walk 

slower, take shorter and wider steps, and spend prolonged time in double support, even at early 

ages (Pickett, Duncan, Hoekel, et al., 2012). Deficits were found to be related to anticipatory 

transitions, postural responses, and sensory orientation subcomponents (Pickett, Duncan, 

Paciorkowski, et al., 2012). Explorations of optic deficits have described color vision deficits in 

94%, visual field defects in 100%, optic disk pallor in 94%, abnormally large optic nerve 

cup:disk ratio in 33%, thinned RNFL in 100%, afferent pupillary defects in 61%, cataracts in 

22%, nystagmus in 39%, and strabismus in 39% of subjects (Hoekel et al., 2014). A sleep study 

found that 29% of adult patients and 100% of young pediatric patients has obstructive sleep 

apnea (Licis, Davis, Eisenstein, Lugar, & Hershey, 2019). Olfactory problems have also been 

found to be prevalent (Bischoff et al., 2015), with deficits in smell identification rather than 

olfactory sensitivity. On the other hand, intensity of taste is decreased with conserved perception 

(Alfaro et al., 2020). A quarter of patients in a different study were found to have severe 

psychiatric symptoms that led to either suicidal attempts or psychiatric hospitalizations (Swift, 
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Perkins, Chase, Sadler, & Swift, 1991). Other commonly reported symptoms include headaches, 

hypogonadism, hyponatremia, and autotomic dysfunction including impaired thermoregulation, 

orthostatic hypotension, constipation and fecal impaction, diarrhea, and excessive sweating 

(Urano, 2016). 

 

 A few postmortem histopathological case studies of Wolfram syndrome have been 

reported in the literature. Most report on the atrophy of the hypothalamic nucleic and 

degeneration of the optic nerves, chiasm, and tract, along with the degeneration of the pons and 

cerebellum (Carson, Slager, & Steinberg, 1977; Genís, Dávalos, Molins, & Ferrer, 1997; Hilson, 

Merchant, Adams, & Joseph, 2009; Shannon, Becker, & Deck, 1999). More specifically, neurons 

in the paraventricular and supraoptic nuclei of the hypothalamus were decreased, along with. 

neurohypophyseal tissue in the pituitary gland. Loss of retinal ganglion neurons and lateral 

geniculate nuclei were found, along with loss of myelinated axons in the optic nerve, chiasm, and 

tract, and atrophy of the superior colliculus (Hilson et al., 2009). One study specifies that loss of 

neurons in the lateral geniculate nuclei mainly affected the small cell layers (Genís et al., 1997). 

Loss of fibers in the cochlear nerve, and loss of neurons in the cochlear nuclei and inferior 

colliculus, and atrophy of the stria vascularis were also found (Genís et al., 1997; Hilson et al., 

2009). Other findings included decreased volume and loss of neurons in the pontine base and 

inferior olivary nucleus. Axonal dystrophy with axonal swellings were found in the optic 

radiations, hippocampal fornices, pontocerebellar tracts, and deep cerebral white matter 

(Shannon et al., 1999). 

 Brain imaging has allowed for the study of larger groups of patients at varied levels of 

disease severity along with following their progression. For the clinician, a multitude of 
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abnormalities are easily discernible on the MRI of a brain with Wolfram syndrome, particularly 

atrophy of the brainstem, cerebellum, middle cerebellar peduncle, optic tract and optic nerve and 

a lack of a posterior pituitary bright spot on a T1 (Barrett, Bundey, & Macleod, 1995; Ganie et 

al., 2011; Gocmen & Guler, 2014; Hadidy, Jarrah, Al-Till, El-Shanti, & Ajlouni, 2004; Ito, 

Sakakibara, & Hattori, 2007). Other abnormalities reported include cerebral atrophy, signal 

intensity changes in FLAIR (fluid attenuation inversion recovery) or T2 images of the 

periventricular white matter, ventral pons, and substania nigra as well as empty sella (Chaussenot 

et al., 2011; Samara et al., 2019). 

 The Washington University Wolfram Research Clinic has gathered the most 

comprehensible neuroimaging data on Wolfram syndrome on a longitudinal cohort of children 

and young adults. Patients with Wolfram syndrome were found to have smaller intracranial 

volumes overall, with smaller volumes of the brainstem (particularly the pons), gray matter in the 

cerebellum, white matter in the cerebellum, total cortical white matter, and total subcortical gray 

matter (Hershey et al., 2012; Lugar et al., 2016). Closer examination showed that cortical 

thickness was notably lower in the pre-central, lingual, and rostral middle frontal regions, as well 

as in the primary and secondary visual cortex. On the other hand, increased thickness and 

volumes were found in the primary and secondary auditory cortex and temporal lobe (Hershey et 

al., 2012; Lugar et al., 2016). An examination of the longitudinal volumetric changes in the 

brains showed atypical decreases in the brainstem – particularly in the ventral pons – thalamus, 

and cerebellar cortex. Cortical white matter volumes showed a lower rate of increase as 

compared to controls in select regions like the optic radiations (Lugar et al., 2019). Diffusion 

tensor imaging was used to study white matter integrity. Initial findings demonstrated decreased 

fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusion (MD) in the cerebellum and optic radiations 
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(Hershey et al., 2012), while a more detailed analysis showed differences to be more diffuse, 

with decreased FA and increased radial diffusion (RD) in the optic radiations inferior fronto-

occipital fasciculus, middle cerebellar peduncle, and acoustic radiations. Increased RD alone was 

found in the corpus callosum and decreased FA alone was found in the corticospinal tract (Lugar 

et al., 2016). 

 

 The disease is primarily caused by mutations in the WFS1 gene which codes for the 

protein wolframin. Mutations have been described throughout the coding sequence of the gene, 

without obvious clustering in particular locations. Loss-of-function mutations, including stop, 

frame-shift, and splice site mutations, are common. Just over a third of mutations were missense 

mutations (Hofmann, Philbrook, Gerbitz, & Bauer, 2003). A small number of cases are caused 

by mutations in the CISD2 gene, leading to Wolfram syndrome type 2. The latter is also 

characterized by optic atrophy and diabetes mellitus, but also presents with peptic ulcer disease 

defective platelet aggregation (Amr et al., 2007). In the following chapters, we will be largely 

focused on disease stemming from the WFS1 mutation. 

 Wolframin is located primarily in the endoplasmic reticulum (Takeda et al., 2001). It is 

expressed throughout the body, with the highest levels found in the brain, pancreas, and heart, 

and muscle (Hofmann et al., 2003; West et al., 2014; Yu, Yu, Wang, Gao, & Chen, 2010). It is a 

transmembrane protein (Strom, 1998), which is associated with the regulation of intracellular 

calcium homeostasis, with increased levels of expression causing increased cytosolic calcium 

levels (Osman et al., 2003) by increasing the rate of calcium uptake (Takei et al., 2006).  

Wolframin has been found, at least in rats, to be a calmodulin binding protein, with mutations to 
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protein causing impaired binding of calmodulin, suggesting wolframin plays a role in a calcium 

signal transduction system (Yurimoto et al., 2009). 

 A study of the role of wolframin in pancreatic β cells found that downregulation of 

wolframin caused a decrease in β cell proliferation rate and altered morphological features, 

including a stellate appearance (McBain & Morgan, 2003). The defect in cell proliferation may 

explain the childhood onset of insulin dependent diabetes, rather than a natal onset. Further 

studies showed impaired stimulus-secretion coupling in β cells and a lower increase in cytosolic 

calcium upon stimulation with glucose (Ishihara et al., 2004). Ishihara also showed WFS1-

deficient cells were more susceptible to apoptosis. 

It has been suggested that wolframin also plays a role during pregnancy, with increased 

expression in the placenta during the first trimester of the pregnancy and moderate level during 

the third, suggesting that wolframin is needed to maintain normal levels of cytotrophoblast cell 

proliferation (Lucariello et al., 2014). This same study also looked at how expression changes in 

pregnant women with diabetes and found lower levels of expression during the third trimester, 

suggesting woframin also assists in physiologic glucose hemostasis in the placenta. 

 A primary hypothesized etiology for the symptoms of Wolfram syndrome has been 

increased endoplasmic reticular (ER) stress. Wolframin has been shown to negatively regulate 

ER stress by forming a stress-mediated complex with activating transcription factor 6α (ATF6α), 

which suppresses its activity. It also helps degrade regulates a key transcription factor involved 

in ER stress signaling, activating transcription factor 6α (ATF6α), through the ubiquitin-

proteasome pathway (Fonseca et al., 2010). Without the ability to keep ER stress under control, 

cells are more vulnerable to apoptosis. The vulnerability to ER stress has also been seen in non-

rodent animal models. Knocking down the Drosophila homolog of WFS1 has been shown to 
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cause increased susceptibility to oxidative stress-, excitotoxicity-, or tauopathy-induced 

behavioral deficits and neurodegeneration (Sakakibara, Sekiya, Fujisaki, Quan, & Iijima, 2018).  

 Mitochondrial dysfunction has also been hypothesized as a cause for Wolfram syndrome. 

Cagalinec et al. show that the downregulation of WFS1 triggers ER stress associated with 

inositol 1,4,5-trisphosphate receptor dysfunction and thus altered intracellular calcium 

homeostasis. Higher cytosolic calcium was found at rest, but a lower maximal level was found 

under stimulated conditions. Altered calcium homeostasis was then found to cause the 

dysregulation of mitochondrial dynamics in neurons. The mitochondria were found to have 

altered fusion and fission rates as compared to wildtype mitochondria, and underwent mitophagy 

more frequently. PINK1 and Parkin proteins were suggested to involved in the mechanism 

explaining the link between WFS1 Deficiency-related ER stress and impaired mitochondrial 

dynamics (Cagalinec et al., 2016). 

  

1.3 Myelin and Oligodendrocytes 

 Concentric layers of myelin surround axons like insulation on a wire. Myelin’s best 

known function is the facilitation of conduction along the axon, though myelin also plays a role 

in plasticity (Monje, 2018). Oligodendrocytes are responsible for myelin generation in the central 

nervous system, with each oligodendrocyte extending numerous processes to neighboring axon 

segments (Baumann & Pham-Dinh, 2001). Their progenitor cells are known as oligodendrocyte 

precursor cells (OPCs). OPCs first arise from the ventricular germinal zones of the embryonic 

neural tube and migrate to different areas of the brain before differentiating into 

oligodendrocytes (Bergles & Richardson, 2016). OPCs remain present into adulthood. 
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 OPCs begin to differentiate into oligodendrocytes prenatally. In humans, myelination of 

the spinal cord occurs through the second half of gestation (Baumann & Pham-Dinh, 2001), 

though most myelination occurs during the first year of life (Snaidero & Simons, 2014). 

Myelination proceeds in a caudorostral direction in the brain, and rostralcaudually in the spinal 

cord. Motor roots are the first to be myelinated, followed by sensory, superior cerebellar 

peduncle, and optic radiations (Baumann & Pham-Dinh, 2001). Associative areas continue 

myelinating the longest, into the second decade of life. 

 

1.4 Imaging Myelin 

 Most neuroimaging of myelin microstructure has taken advantage of diffusion tensor 

imaging (DTI). DTI estimates the rate and direction of the diffusion of water in the brain to draw 

conclusions about the architecture of axonal fibers and myelin (P. J. Basser, Mattiello, & 

LeBihan, 1994; Peter J Basser & Pierpaoli, 1996; Mori & Zhang, 2006). In standard DTI, 

diffusion within a voxel is modeled as an ellipsoid characterized by eigenvectors. The volume of 

this ellipsoid is defined at the mean diffusion (MD). Axial diffusion (AD) measures the diffusion 

along the long axis of the ellipsoid and represents diffusion along the axon. The eigenvectors 

orthogonal to the AD represent the radial diffusion (RD), or diffusion perpendicular to the axon. 

Fractional anisotropy (FA) describes the eccentricity of the ellipsoid. In a healthy, myelinated 

axon, water is expected to diffuse most readily along the length of the axon. One would thus 

expect a high AD, high FA, and low RD (Mori & Zhang, 2006).  

 Animal and histological studies have shown how these diffusion parameters changes with 

axonal and myelin injury. Decreases in AD correspond to axial degeneration, as fragmentation of 

the axon impedes water movement (Budde, Xie, Cross, & Song, 2009). Increases in RD correlate 
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with dysmyelination, as water is able to more easily diffuse perpendicularly without the 

protective sheath (Song et al., 2002).  

 Nevertheless, diffusion parameters do not always accurately and specifically reflect 

expected pathologies. Cuprizone mouse models have been well established for the study of 

demyelination (Torkildsen, Brunborg, Myhr, & Bø, 2008). Zhang et al. reported inconsistencies 

between in vivo and ex vivo imaging, with the former causing misleading diffusion anisotropy 

measurements (Zhang, Jones, McMahon, Mori, & Calabresi, 2012). Differences in AD have also 

been found to be more sensitive to acute axonal injury rather axonal atrophy that may be found 

in chronic injury (Aung, Mar, & Benzinger, 2013). Factors such as cell infiltration and partial 

volume effects can impact interpretation of diffusion parameters. It must be remembered that 

diffusion parameters describe just that – the diffusion of water, and do not allow for a precise 

view of how microstructures such as cytoskeletal lattices of neurofilaments and microtubules, 

axonal membranes, and myelin are directly influencing it (Beaulieu, 2009). 

 Numerous approaches have been taken to improve upon the results that can be gathered 

from DTI. The quality of the data itself has improved, due to the use of stronger MRI machines, 

collection more directions, improved standards for acceptable movement, and movement 

correction approaches.  

 Researchers have also developed more complicated diffusion models that expand on the 

original tensor model and provide new parameters to better characterize myelin microstructure. 

A few examples of these models include diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI) (Arab, Wojna-Pelczar, 

Khairnar, Szabó, & Ruda-Kucerova, 2018), high angular resolution diffusion imaging (HARDI) 

(Özarslan & Mareci, 2003), generalized q-sampling imaging (GQI) (Jin et al., 2019), q-ball 

imaging (QBI) (Tuch, 2004), neurite orientation dispersion and density imaging (NODDI) 
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(Deligianni et al., 2016), and diffusion basis spectrum imaging (DBSI) (Cross & Song, 2017). 

Notably more advanced sequence protocols are required for the application of these models as 

compared to rudimentary DTI. DBSI is expanded on below due to the relevance for future 

chapters. 

 DBSI models the diffusion-weighted signal through a linear combination of multiple 

discrete anisotropic tensors and a spectrum of isotropic tensors (Cross & Song, 2017; X. Wang et 

al., 2014; Y. Wang et al., 2015, 2011). The component of the signal described by the anisotropic 

tensor is defined as the fiber fraction (FF). The anisotropy is further characterized as in standard 

DTI, providing values of MD, RD, AD, and FA. The isotropic components are subdivided into 

restricted and non-restricted components. Restricted diffusion is defined by an apparent 

diffusivity under 0.3 µm2/ms. The amount of signal described by this level of diffusion is 

referred to as the restricted fraction (RF). This restricted diffusion has been shown to correlate 

with resident and infiltrating cellularity. The non-restricted component is defined by apparent 

diffusivity greater than 0.3 µm2/ms., and also has a corresponding non-restricted fraction to 

quantify its prevalence in the signal. This component has been interpreted as extracellular space 

excluding cellularity. Occasionally, the non-restricted component is further divided into hindered 

fraction and water fraction, with the latter corresponding to larger values of the apparent 

diffusivity than the former. By adding these extra parameters, DBSI is better able to resolve 

effects of cellularity, from inflammation or otherwise, and vasogenic edema. The model also 

handles partial volume effects from cerebrospinal fluid and crossing fibers better than traditional 

DTI methods (Y. Wang et al., 2015). 

 Several tactics for estimating myelin content more directly, rather than relying on the 

diffusion of water, have been developed. These tactics can be categorized as methods utilizing 
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the magnetization transfer effect, myelin water imaging, susceptibility mapping, and relating the 

magnetic resonance (MR) signal to cortical myelination (Heath, Hurley, Johansen-Berg, & 

Sampaio-Baptista, 2018). 

 Magnetization transfer imaging assumes that most of the macromolecular content in the 

CNS is myelin (Brochet & Dousset, 1999). The concept relies on the fact that the MR signal 

from protons bound to large macromolecules in the body decays too quickly to be measured by 

conventional MR imaging (Grossman, Gomori, Ramer, Lexa, & Schnall, 1994). Resonant 

frequencies can be used to saturate the bound protons, but not those of the free water. This 

energy is then transferred to free water molecules as the system equilibrates, which attenuates the 

water signal that would be measured through standard MR imaging. 

 Myelin water fraction utilizes the concept that the T2 decay time depends upon its local 

environment. (Alonso-Ortiz, Levesque, & Pike, 2015; MacKay & Laule, 2016; Mackay et al., 

1994). Water trapped within the layers of myelin has a significantly lower decay time than intra 

or extracellular water. When decay is plotted against signal amplitude, distinct distributions 

depending on the source of the water are observed. Myelin water fraction is thus the fraction of 

the signal from the myelin water distribution over the total water signal. 

 Susceptibility mapping relies on tissues having different magnetic susceptibility that 

influences the local signal magnitude and phase (Heath et al., 2018). Diamagnetic regions cause 

spins to precess at a lower frequency than paramagnetic regions. Tissues with different 

susceptibility values will have different accrual of phase, which can be detected with specialized 

sequences. Increased myelination has been found to correlate decreased susceptibility (more 

diamagnetic). 
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 The above three categories of methods require specialized sequences for use. However, it 

has also been found that the ratio of a T1w image to T2w creates a topography that accurately 

follows the spatial distribution of myelin in the brain. The technique is known as myelin 

mapping (Glasser, Goyal, Preuss, Raichle, & Van Essen, 2014; Glasser & Van Essen, 2011).  
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2.1 Abstract  

Wolfram syndrome (WS) is characterized by juvenile-onset insulin-dependent diabetes, optic 

atrophy, deafness, and neurodegeneration. It is known that white matter is compromised, but the 

trajectory of deficits has never been characterized. We followed a longitudinal cohort of children 

and young adults with WS and healthy and type 1 diabetes control groups, using two approaches 

to assess myelin: diffusion basis spectrum imaging (DBSI) and myelin mapping. The WS group 

had decreased rate of myelination compared to controls throughout most of the brain, with a 

divergence in myelin integrity in early adulthood. However, tracts associated with visual 

processing were hypomyelinated in early childhood followed by a normal rate of myelination. 

Gray matter myelin was largely equivalent across all groups. This study confirms the strong 

involvement of white matter integrity in the pathology of the disease and suggests a regionally 

specific pattern of vulnerability in the timing and rate of myelin development.  
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2.2 Introduction 

Wolfram syndrome (OMIM #222300) is a rare autosomal recessive genetic disorder. It 

was originally denominated as DIDMOAD for its characteristic symptoms- diabetes insipidus 

(DI), juvenile onset diabetes mellitus (DM), optic atrophy (OA), and sensorineural hearing loss 

(D)(Barrett, Bundey, & Macleod, 1995).  However, the discovery of the causative genes (Inoue 

et al., 1998) and studies of patients with the genetic mutation have proven the disease to be 

significantly more complex. Many patients experience a larger myriad of psychiatric and 

neurologic symptoms, such as balance and gait abnormalities, urinary and bowel dysfunction, 

temperature dysregulation, and poor sleep (Barrett & Bundey, 1997; Chaussenot et al., 2011; 

Licis, Davis, Eisenstein, Lugar, & Hershey, 2019; Pickett, Duncan, Hoekel, et al., 2012). Disease 

presentation and progression is heterogenous, with many patients developing only a subset of 

symptoms and showing large variability in severity of affliction (Eljamel et al., 2019).  

The vast majority of Wolfram cases are caused by mutations in the WFS1 gene which 

codes for the protein wolframin (Inoue et al., 1998). The protein operates in the endoplasmic 

reticulum (Takeda, 2001) and contributes to the regulation of ER stress (Fonseca et al., 2010) 

and calcium homeostasiss (Takei et al., 2006; Yurimoto et al., 2009). In the pancreatic β cells, 

this causes ER stress-mediated apoptosis (Fonseca et al., 2005; Ueda et al., 2005; Yamada et al., 

2006) and impaired insulin secretion (Hatanaka et al., 2011). The mechanism behind the 

neurological abnormalities is poorly understood, though ER stress caused by disturbances in 

Ca2+ homeostasis, leading toward the dysregulation of mitochondrial dynamics (Angebault et al., 

2018) and, in turn, inhibited neural development, has been suggested (Cagalinec et al., 2016). A 

handful of neuropathological studies of brains afflicted with Wolfram syndrome show a loss of 

neurons, myelin, and myelinated axons, though the timing of these changes is unknown (Carson, 

Slager, & Steinberg, 1977; Genís, Dávalos, Molins, & Ferrer, 1997; Hilson, Merchant, Adams, & 
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Joseph, 2009; Padmanabhan, Parihar, C Vartak, & Gadgil, 2019; Shannon, Becker, & Deck, 

1999). The particular susceptibility of disturbances in myelin may be explained by the high 

metabolic requirements of oligodendrocytes – the myelinating cells of the brain, which makes 

them particularly vulnerable to ER stress (Lugar et al., 2019; Roth & Núñez, 2016; Samara et al., 

2019; Volpi, Touvier, & D’Antonio, 2017). 

Neuroimaging studies provide the best opportunity for following the trajectory of the 

impact of the disease on the brain. We have studied a cohort of Wolfram patients and controls on 

an annual basis for up to five years in order to collect the largest longitudinal cohort of Wolfram 

patients to date. Previous findings suggest that the brains of Wolfram patients are smaller than 

normal, with particularly decreased volume in the pons, thalamus, cerebellum, and visual cortex 

when controlled for whole brain volume (Hershey et al., 2012; Hilson et al., 2009; Lugar et al., 

2016). Longitudinal analyses of volumes found an active decrease in volume over time in the 

brainstem, ventral pons, cerebellar gray, and thalamus, while these same regions either increased 

or maintained their volume in control subjects. Cerebellar white matter volume did not change 

with time in Wolfram, contrary to the growth seen in controls (Lugar et al., 2019). In our prior 

cross sectional studies we have shown that white matter integrity is compromised; specifically, 

subjects have significantly lower fractional anisotropy (FA) and higher radial diffusivity (RD) 

throughout the major white matter tracts, including in the optic radiations, middle cerebellar 

peduncle, inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus and acoustic radiations (Lugar et al., 2016). These 

neuroimaging metrics suggest prominent hypomyelination in Wolfram syndrome, but as of yet, 

we do not understand the evolution of these white matter microstructural abnormalities and how 

they are related to the progression of the disease. 
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In this paper, we use tractography and whole white matter mask analysis, in conjunction 

with cutting edge diffusion weighted imaging methods, to follow myelin integrity in white matter 

tracts over time. The use of both white matter mask and tract-specific analyses provided 

converging evidence for a thorough picture of the developmental trajectory of white matter in 

Wolfram syndrome. Instead of using standard diffusion tensor imaging analysis, we use diffusion 

basis spectrum imaging (DBSI), which gives not only the standard measurements of anisotropic 

diffusion: fractional anisotropy (FA), radial diffusion (RD), and axial diffusion (AD), but also 

gives us information on the isotropic diffusion in the form of a restricted fraction (RF – a 

measure of cellularity), hindered fraction (HF- a measure of edema), and fiber fraction (FF- a 

measure of how much of the signal is represented by anisotropic diffusion) (Cross & Song, 

2017). These myelin integrity metrics are correlated with metrics of clinical presentation of the 

disease. We also use myelin mapping (a T1w/Tw2 ratio) in order to see whether the myelin in 

gray matter is also affected (Glasser, Goyal, Preuss, Raichle, & Van Essen, 2014), as could be 

hypothesized if there were broad oligodendrocyte involvement. We aim to gain a better 

understanding of how myelin in an individual with Wolfram syndrome changes with time and 

age, the degree to which various regions of the brain are affected, and how this relates to their 

symptom presentation. 

 

2.2 Materials and Methods 

Participants 

This study was approved by the Human Research Protection Office at Washington 

University in St. Louis and all methods were conducted in accordance with relevant ethical 

guidelines and regulations. Children under age 18 gave informed assent and parents/guardians 

gave informed, written consent. Participants 18 or older gave informed, written consent. 
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Wolfram syndrome group 

The Wolfram syndrome group consists of participants who were recruited into the 

Washington University Syndrome Research Clinic by self or physician referral, or from the 

Washington University Wolfram Syndrome Registry. In order to enroll, individuals had to have a 

confirmed WFS1 mutation, be aware of their diagnosis, be under the age of 30 and able to travel 

to St. Louis for annual research clinics. During the clinic, participants underwent a battery of 

tests and answered questionnaires to evaluate disease symptoms and progression. Metrics on 

cognitive function, sensory acuities, and endocrine function were included and results on many 

of these have been reported elsewhere (Bischoff et al., 2015; Hoekel et al., 2018; Marshall et al., 

2013; Nguyen et al., 2012; Pickett, Duncan, Hoekel, et al., 2012; Pickett, Duncan, Paciorkowski, 

et al., 2012). The subset of participants without any contraindications for magnetic resonance 

imaging (MRI) were also scanned at each visit for up to 5 years. Some of these data have also 

been reported (Hershey et al., 2012; Lugar et al., 2019, 2016) . 

 

Control group 

The control group consists of healthy individuals and individuals with type 1 diabetes 

mellitus (T1D) who were otherwise healthy. Individuals with T1D were recruited from the 

Pediatric Diabetes Clinic at St. Louis Children’s Hospital and Washington University School of 

Medicine in St. Louis.  Exclusion criteria included psychiatric illness, significant neurological 

history not due to diabetes, known premature birth (<36 weeks gestation) with complications, 

psychoactive medications, or physical limitations that would interfere with testing. Individuals in 

the T1D group did not have neuropathy, retinopathy, or nephropathy. Healthy siblings of T1D 
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participants or members from the community made up the non-diabetic control group. MRI scans 

and cognitive testing were collected for up to three consecutive years. 

 

Neuroimaging 

Participants with diabetes had their blood glucose levels tested before and after scanning 

for safety. Insulin doses were adjusted if blood glucose was above 300 mg/dl, and food or juice 

was provided if levels were below 70 mg/dl. A Siemens 3T Tim Trio was used to acquire the 

following sequences: T1-weighted Magnetization-Prepared Rapid Gradient-Echo (MPRAGE): 

sagittal acquisition, repetition time (TR) = 2400 ms, echo time (TE) = 3.16 ms, inversion time 

(TI) = 1000 ms, voxel resolution = 1 x 1 x 1 mm, time = 8:09 minutes. T2-weighted: sagittal 

acquisition, TR = 3200 ms, TE = 455 ms, voxel resolution = 1 x 1 x 1 mm, time = 4:43 minutes. 

Diffusion-weighted images: Echo planar, 27 directions, b-values ranging from 0 to 1400 s/mm, 

transverse acquisition, TR = 12300 ms, TE = 108 ms, voxel resolution = 1.98 x 1.98 x 2 mm, 

time = 5:44 minutes, Field map: transverse acquisition, TR = 400 ms, TE1 = 4.92 ms, TE2 = 

7.38 ms, voxel resolution = 4 x 4 x 4 mm, time = 0:54 minutes. Resting BOLD scans were 

attempted in some participants, but results are not provided here.   

Two complimentary analyses – white matter mask and tract-specific – were conducted in 

order to provide converging evidence and a thorough picture of the developmental trajectory of 

white matter in Wolfram syndrome. A third analysis using a ratio of T1w to T2w, known as 

myelin mapping (Glasser et al., 2013), – was used to explore the involvement of myelin in gray 

matter. 

 

Diffusion Basis Spectrum Imaging (DBSI) Methodology 
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For all reported neuroimaging analyses, DWI images were skull-stripped and corrected 

for motion and eddy-current distortion using FMRIB Software Library (FSL). General image 

quality was manually assessed. Quantitative metrics of motion using the average volume to 

volume translation and rotation were calculated to provide an objective metric for data quality. A 

movement metric (RMS) was calculated by averaging the squares of the displacement of each 

voxel relative to the first volume. Data surpassing a standard motion threshold was excluded. 

Motion parameters were not significantly different between groups (Wolfram group RMS = 1.65 

± 0.54, Control group RMS = 1.60 ± 0.56). 

 

Maps of diffusion metrics were calculated using the diffusion basis spectrum imaging 

(DBSI) pipeline described by Song et al (Cross & Song, 2017). The diffusion-weighted signal is 

modeled by a linear combination of multiple discrete anisotropic tensors and a spectrum of 

isotropic tensors. The anisotropic tensors characterized by fractional anisotropy (FA), radial 

diffusivity (RD), and axial diffusivity (AD) reflect fiber integrity within each image voxel. As 

commonly accepted notion for the traditional diffusion tensor imaging, decreased DBSI-derived 

FA is suggestive of white matter tract axonal injury (decreased AD) or myelin injury (increased 

RD). It is worthwhile to note that these anisotropic diffusion metrics are more sensitive and 

specific to white matter injury since the confounding extra-axonal pathologies have been 

modeled by isotropic tensors in DBSI. Isotropic diffusion is further subdivided into restricted and 

non-restricted components, with restricted diffusion being defined as apparent diffusivity under 

0.3 µm2/ms, reflecting resident and infiltrating cellularity. The non-restricted component has 

been interpreted as extracellular space excluding cellularity (Cross & Song, 2017). Fiber fraction 

represents the anisotropic diffusion tensor signal fraction, the apparent axon/fiber density. The 
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extra-axonal space is composed of the summation of the isotropic component, which includes the 

restricted and hindered fractions. 

We chose to investigate 6 diffusion metrics (FA, RD, AD, restricted, non-restricted and 

fiber fraction) using two statistically independent, yet complimentary analyses (whole white 

matter mask and tract-specific) to look for converging evidence and provide a thorough picture 

of the developmental trajectory of white matter in Wolfram syndrome.  

In order to maximize the use of our longitudinal data, we chose statistical models that 

could handle data with varying number of time points across individuals. To simplify the models 

and maximize power, the two control groups (healthy and T1D) were collapsed for all reported 

analyses, given that previous analyses have not revealed significant differences between healthy 

and diabetic groups when analyzed separately or with diabetes as a covariate (Lugar et al., 2019, 

2016). 

 

White Matter Mask Analysis 

For each participant, the T1 and T2 images for each time point were processed using 

SPM 12’s serial longitudinal registration toolbox on default settings, generating an all-time-point 

average. The all-time-point average T1 and T2 images were segmented with SPM segment in 

order to generate a white matter tissue probability map. A study-specific white matter mask was 

made from the tissue probability maps using SPM DARTEL (Ashburner, 2007). The MNI152 VI 

template was also segmented and a tissue probability map was generated to compute the warp 

between the MNI and study-specific template. Diffusion images with a b value of 0 were then 

used to coregister the DBSI metric maps to the T2, and the previously calculated warps were 
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used to align each DBSI metric (FA, RD, AD, fiber fraction (FF), restricted fraction (RF), and 

hindered fraction (HF) maps) – now in T2 space – to white matter mask in MNI space. 

In order to maximize the use of our data, it was important to use a statistical model that 

could handle longitudinal data with missing timepoints. The sandwich estimator toolbox 

(Version 2.1.1) was then used to analyze the DBSI metric maps longitudinally, given that it is 

suited for small, unbalanced neuroimaging datasets with missing data. The toolbox combines an 

ordinary least squares model with the sandwich variance estimator for standard error (Guillaume, 

Hua, Thompson, Waldorp, & Nichols, 2014). The main effect of group (Wolfram vs control), 

midpoint age, and time, and the interactions of each effect on each DBSI metric were tested. 

Wild bootstrapping with 999 permutations was used to make non-parametric inferences about 

cluster level data using family-wise error correction, while avoiding random field theory 

assumptions. The threshold for cluster-forming was p=0.001 and cluster p-values were 

considered significant at p 0<0.05 (Lugar et al., 2019). 

 

Tract-specific Analysis 

Tracts were chosen for having strong group effects in the white matter mask analysis, 

along with several that had no effect for comparison. The following tracts were included for 

tractography: the optic radiations, acoustic radiations, inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus, inferior 

longitudinal fasciculus, corpus callosum, corticospinal tract, and middle cerebellar peduncle.   

Using FMRIB Software Library (FSL)(Jenkinson, Beckmann, Behrens, Woolrich, & 

Smith, 2012), seed masks were generated in MNI space and probtrackx was used to generate 

probabilistic connectivity masks for each tract (Woolrich et al., 2009). Each tract was uniformly 

thresholded and average values for each tract were extracted from the DBSI metric maps. 
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Statistical analysis was conducted in MATLAB using built-in mixed linear model functionality. 

The model tested is shown below: 

DBSI Metric = Group + Age + Time + Group X Age + Group X Time + Group X Age X Time 

The DBSI metrics tested included FA, RD, AD, FF, HF, and RF. P values of < 0.05 were 

considered significant.  

 

Myelin Mapping Analysis 

Myelin mapping uses the T1w/T2w ratio (myelin index) as a surrogate marker for myelin 

(Glasser et al., 2013; Glasser & Van Essen, 2011). Myelin mapping was performed using the 

Minimal Processing Pipeline from the Human Connectome Project (Glasser et al., 2013) with 

changes to allow for comparison between subjects. Briefly, T1w and T2w images were motion 

and eddy current corrected. The myelin index was then calculated across the brain. In order to be 

able to compare the myelin index between subjects and sessions, images needed to be 

normalized using regions expected to be consistent across subjects (Ganzetti, Wenderoth, & 

Mantini, 2014; Lee et al., 2015). Masks of the face, outside of the brain and including the 

eyeballs, were made in MNI space and registered to native T1w and T2w images. Using the 

distribution of the myelin index in the face ROI and peaks in a kernel regression, a minimum 

mode and whole region mode were found. These modes, along with standardized values were 

used for linear rescaling for the original T1w/T2w image. Regions for analysis were taken from a 

midthickness strip of gray matter using Freesurfer-generated parcellations, along with select 

parcels such as the brainstem and cerebellar gray matter. The same mixed linear model from the 

tract specific analysis was used to ascertain significance. 
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Clinical Correlations 

The disease presentation of the Wolfram subjects was assessed with a small number of 

metrics known to be reliable in capturing disease severity – WURS (Wolfram United Rating 

Scale) Total, WURS Physical, PANESS (Physical and Neurological Examination for Soft Signs), 

visual acuity (LOGMAR), average RNFL (retinal nerve fiber layer) thickness, pure tone auditory 

acuity, and high frequency auditory acuity - were chosen to explore the relationship between 

myelin integrity and disease presentation. Metrics were collected annually, except for auditory 

data, which was no longer collected after stability of hearing was established. The relationship 

was explored using a mixed linear model:  

 

Symptom = DBSI Metric + Age + Time + DBSI Metric X Age + DBSI Metric X Time + DBSI 

Metric X Age X Time +  ( Time | Subjects ) 

 

The DBSI metrics tested included FA, RD, AD, FF, HF, and RF. P values of < 0.05 were 

considered significant.  

 

Data Availability 

The raw data used in the analyses described in this manuscript cannot be made available 

in the manuscript, supplemental files, or a public repository because the sample size of our 

Wolfram syndrome patient group is so small, and the disease so rare, that human participant 

characteristics such as sex, age, and number of visits could be used to identify individuals even 

after de-identification of the data. The corresponding author, Dr. Hershey, may be contacted to 

request data. As per the Human Research Protection Office (HRPO) at Washington University in 
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St. Louis, a preface to data sharing agreement and a data sharing agreement reviewed by the 

research office will be employed prior to data sharing. HRPO regulations permit access to 

potentially identifiable data only to research personnel on our study protocol and approved 

through the University. 

 

2.3 Results 

Demographic and clinical characteristics of participants 

Adequate T1, T2, and DWI images were acquired on 28 patients with Wolfram syndrome 

seen annually between 1 and 5 times (mean follow-up = 2.58 years) (Table 1). 

 

 

 

Variable 

 

Wolfram 

(n=28) 

Controls 

(n=47) 

Control Subsets 

Non-

diabetic 

controls 

 (n=26) 

Diabetic 

controls 

(n=21) 

Sex M/F 15/13 25/22 12/14 13/8 

Age (years) 

Mean ± SD 14.8 ± 5.5 14.1 ± 5.2 14.1 ± 5.5 14.1 ± 4.9 

Range 6.0-26.8 6.0-26.2 6.0-26.1 7.6-26.2 

*Follow-up period 

(years) 

Mean ± SD 2.6 ± 1.2 1.9 ± 0.4 1.9 ± 0.4 1.9 ± 0.4 

Range 1.0-4.0 1.0-2.3 1.0-2.3 1.0-2.3 
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Diabetes duration 

(years) 

Mean ± SD 8.8 ± 5.0 -- -- 8.0 ± 5.1 

Range 1.8-18.6 -- -- 0.1-16.7 

Diabetes mellitus Prevalence 28/28 -- -- -- 

Age at dx (years) 

Mean ± SD 5.9 ± 3.1 -- -- -- 

Range 2.7-13.9 -- -- -- 

Diabetes insipidus Prevalence 18/28 -- -- -- 

Age at dx (years) 

Mean ± SD 11.5 ± 3.8 -- -- -- 

Range 5.5-17.0 -- -- -- 

Hearing loss Prevalence 20/28 -- -- -- 

Age at dx (years) 

Mean ± SD 11.0 ± 4.8 -- -- -- 

Range 6.0-25.8 -- -- -- 

Optic nerve atrophy Prevalence 27/28 -- -- -- 

Age at dx (years) 

Mean ± SD 9.8 ± 3.7 -- -- -- 

Range 3.8-18.0 -- -- -- 

Table 2.1:Mean and standard deviation (SD) of demographic and clinical variables across 

Wolfram and control groups at session 1. There were no differences between the Wolfram and 

control groups for age (p=0.60) or sex (p=0.98), and there were no differences between 

Wolfram and the diabetic control groups for duration of diabetes (p=0.56) at session 1.  

*Excludes participants with a single time point (Wolfram, n=4; Non-diabetic control=4; 

diabetic control=4). Abbreviations: M, male; F, female; dx, diagnosis. 

 

Control group 
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 Adequate T1, T2, and DWI images were also acquired on 21 T1D and 26 non-diabetic 

participants, annually between 1 and 3 times (mean follow-up = 1.88 years).  The T1D group had 

marginal to higher HbA1c than the Wolfram group (sessions 1-2, p < 0.022; session 3, p = 

0.080), as well as higher pre-MRI blood glucose levels in session 3 (p = 0.022). However, these 

groups did not differ in diabetes duration (t(47) = -0.58, p = 0.56) or blood glucose levels before 

or after scans in any other sessions (p > 0.17).  Wolfram and control groups did not differ in age 

at their first visit (baseline age range 6-27 and 6-26, respectively; t(73) = -0.52, p = 0.60) or in 

sex distribution (χ2 (1, 75) = 0, p = 0.98).  See Table 1 for demographics for a plot of all 

participant ages and number of sessions. 

 

Inferior posterior white matter is most prominently affected in Wolfram syndrome 

White matter masks were generated for each subject at each timepoint. A sandwich 

estimator analysis was used to calculate significant group, group X age, and group X age X time 

effects to look for differences between the Wolfram and control groups in each of the anisotropic 

(FA, RD, AD) and isotropic (FF, RF, HF) DBSI metrics on a voxelwise level. 

The significant main effects of group for each anisotropic diffusivity metric are shown in 

Fig 1. The posterior inferior areas of the brain are most affected. Consistent with past cross-

sectional analyses, the optic radiations stand out as an affected region, with both a significant 

increase in RD and decrease in FA in Wolfram subjects as compared to controls.  The affected 

area also includes white matter of the occipital lobe and the inferior longitudinal fasciculus. The 

diffusion pattern is consistent with lower levels of myelination. Smaller areas within these 

regions also show decreased AD in Wolfram, reflecting axonal damage. The brainstem is also 

affected, with evidence of decreased FA and increased RD in Wolfram as compared to controls. 
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Compared to the rest of the brain, the area of decreased AD in Wolfram is particularly prominent 

here, suggesting axonal damage is most pronounced in the brainstem. 

 

Figure 2.1: Significant group effects of the anisotropic metrics (FA, RD, and AD) and isotropic 

metrics (FF, HF, RF) within the white matter skeleton (p<0.05). Effects are particularly 

prominent in the optic radiations and brainstem. FA: fractional anisotropy, RD: radial diffusion, 

AD: axial diffusion, FF: fiber fraction, HF:  hindered fraction, and RF: restricted fraction 
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The bottom half of Fig 1 demonstrates the statistically significant group effects of the 

isotropic metrics. The main group effects of FF and HF mostly oppose each other. This is not 

unexpected as fractional components need to sum to 1. The control group has a larger FF and 

smaller HF within the optic radiations, inferior longitudinal fasciculus, globus pallidus and 

cerebellum. FF is the portion of the diffusion signal explained by anisotropic diffusion and thus 

the proportion of the voxel consisting of axons versus extra-axonal space, which is, in turn, 

explained by the HF. The mirrored topography of these fractions suggests a smaller apparent 

axonal density with Wolfram syndrome. The group effect for RF covered the largest area, with 

diffuse involvement in the posterior and inferior portions of the brain. Despite this, regions with 

the greatest differences in anisotropic diffusivity measures – such as the optic radiations – have 

relatively little difference in restricted fraction. 
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Figure 2.2: Significant age effects of the anisotropic and isotropic metrics within each of the two 

groups in the white matter skeleton (p<0.05). The Wolfram group (blue) and control group 

(green) were analyzed separately in this analysis. Overlap of the regions is shown in pink. 

Controls demonstrate a more prominent age effect throughout the brain. FA: fractional 

anisotropy, RD: radial diffusion, AD: axial diffusion, FF: fiber fraction, HF:  hindered fraction, 

and RF: restricted fraction 
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The RF was the only diffusivity metric to have a significant group X age interaction, with 

controls showing a higher increase in restricted fraction than the Wolfram group over the ages 

studied. There is no significant effect of group X age, group X time, nor group X age X time for 

any other diffusion metrics. In order to explore these interactions deeper, we examined the effect 

of age and time on each group separately (Fig 2). The control group shows some scattered 

increases in FA, decreases in RD, and increases in AD. The direction of these trends is consistent 

with normal development. However, one would expect these changes over a more diffuse area. 

This discrepancy is likely due to limitations with the statistical approach. The Wolfram group 

has a much smaller significant area of increased FA and decreased RD in the internal capsule, as 

well as increased AD in the brainstem, suggesting that myelination rates over age in Wolfram 

may be slower than normal development to a greater extent than the original statistical model 

depicts. While the restricted fraction stays constant with age across the brain in the Wolfram 

group, controls have a diffuse increase, with the majority of the white matter mask being 

involved.  Patches tend to be closer to the edges of the white matter mask, as compared to the 

topography of changes seen in the HF or FF.  

 

Examining individual tracts demonstrates different patterns of divergence from normal 

white matter development 

Based upon results from the white matter mask approach and prior studies, we chose the 

following tracts for tractography: the optic radiations, acoustic radiations, inferior fronto-

occipital fasciculus, inferior longitudinal fasciculus, corpus callosum, corticospinal tract, and 

middle cerebellar peduncle. We also included an analysis of the average of the whole white 

matter mask, using subject specific masks. As shown in Fig 3, over the whole white matter mask, 
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FA and RD show a divergence in development during adolescence and early adulthood (Fig 5: 

start age X group effect: p< 0.01). This pattern is consistent with many of the tracts we 

examined, including the arcuate fasciculus and corpus callosum (Fig 5: start age X group effect: 

p<0.05).  Several tracts follow a different trajectory. From the earliest years studied, the optic 

radiations, IFOF, and ILF have decreased FA and increased RD in the Wolfram subjects (Fig 3). 

The magnitude of this difference generally larger than differences seen in the earlier trajectory. 

However, the rate of myelination – as reflected by change of RD and FA with respect to age - is 

similar to that of normal development. These tracts do not have a significant group X start age 

interaction (Fig 5).  The development trajectory for fiber fraction between groups in the whole 

white matter mask does not show any age X group effects. This is consistent with many of other 

tracts such as the arcuate fasciculus and corpus callosum. However, in the visual tracts, the fiber 

fraction is also smaller in Wolfram in early childhood.  
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Figure 2.3: Fractional anisotropy (A) and radial diffusivity (B) averages in the whole white 

matter mask and selected white matter tracts. Wolfram subjects are in blue, controls are in 

green. Data from individuals with repeated time points are connected by a line. Tracts in the 

second column of each metric show group differences in early childhood. Statistical comparison 

of all data is shown in Fig 5.  
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Figure 2.4: Fiber fraction (A) and restricted fraction (B) averages in the whole white matter 

mask and in selected white matter tracts. Wolfram subjects are in blue, controls are in green. 

Data from individuals with repeated time points are connected by a line. The second column of 

tracts in A show greater group differences that the first column. All tracts in B show a significant 

group x start age effect. Full statistical comparison of groups is shown in Fig 5. 

The largest group X age effects are seen with respect to the restricted fraction (Fig 4). 

Restricted fraction increases with age significantly faster in normal development as compared to 

the Wolfram group. Unlike the developmental patterns described earlier, this effect is not limited 

to particular tracts, but rather appears to be a whole brain phenomenon. A table of all significant 

effects is provided in Fig 5.  
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Figure 2.5: Mixed linear model results for all tractography. Significant (p<0.05) estimate coefficients with SE margins are shown for six specific tracts and 
the white matter mask. 
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Gray matter myelin in Wolfram syndrome is largely unaffected  

The myelin index – a measure derived from a T1w/T2w (myelin mapping) ratio - across a 

representative set of parcellations is shown in Fig 6. Fourteen data points were excluded from the 

full dataset after being found to be outliers as defined by being more than 1.5 interquartile ranges 

above the upper quartile or below the lower quartile. This was caused by movement in the T2 

images. Significant differences between Wolfram and controls were evaluated using linear mixed 

models. No group X start age X time effects were found. Significant group X time effects are 

present in several regions, showing a greater increase in myelination over time in controls, 

though the magnitude of this effect is very small. Significant start age and time effects are seen 

in almost all regions, with myelin index increasing with increased age. Average myelin index 

values were also examined in the brainstem and cerebellum. The brainstem, cerebellar cortex, 

and cerebellar white matter –areas known to be particularly affected in Wolfram syndrome – 

show significant group differences, with a higher myelin index in controls (Fig 6, Supplementary 

Fig 1). The brainstem stands out, with the largest magnitude of differences. 
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Figure 2.6: Normalized myelin index in select gray matter regions of the brain. Wolfram subjects 

are in blue, controls are in green. Left and right sides are averaged together when applicable. 

Data from individuals with repeated time points are connected by a line. The brainstem shows 

the largest significant group effect. Full statistical analysis is shown in Supplementary Fig 1. 

 

Myelin integrity poorly correlates with clinical presentation 

 A group of metrics which capture the severity of symptoms in the Wolfram group were 

correlated with the imaging metrics derived from tractography. Fig 7 shows the relationship 
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between the whole white matter mask myelin integrity metrics and selected clinical symptoms. 

Greater FA and RD deficits in the whole white matter were associated with greater symptom 

severity (e.g. WURS, WURS physical scale, PANESS, and RNFL) (Fig 7). Relationships 

between symptoms and a couple example tracts - the optic and acoustic radiations - are shown in 

the supplement. The myelin integrity of specific tracts did not necessarily correlate with the 

symptom they would be most logically associated with, i.e. visual symptoms were not uniquely 

and most correlated with the optic radiations. In fact, visual acuity had a significant relationship 

with the FA of the acoustic radiations, and not with the FA of the optic radiations, demonstrating 

a poor association with a specific clinical presentation (Supplementary Figs 2 and 3).  
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2.4 Discussion  

There has been abundant evidence that myelin is particularly affected in Wolfram 

syndrome. Our longitudinal study expands on this body of knowledge by providing insight into 

Figure 2.7: Estimate coefficients with SE margins (p<0.05) for a linear mixed model analysis of the relationship 

between myelin metrics in the whole white brain mask and symptoms. Significant relationships between DBSI 

metrics were particularly found with respect to vision and hearing. Clinical metrics: WURS overall score (WURS), 

WURS physical score (Phys), PANESS Score, Visual acuity (VA), RNFL thickness, Pure tone hearing (PT), High 

frequency hearing (HF). 
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the timing, regional distribution and magnitude of myelin deficits, and their progression in 

individuals. Specifically, we have shown that while white matter myelin is affected broadly in 

Wolfram syndrome, tracts can be differentially affected in either early childhood or early 

adulthood, and that myelination in many, but not all, tracts appears to stall during development. 

In addition, we found that myelin in gray matter is less vulnerable than myelin in white matter 

during development in Wolfram syndrome. Overall, white matter myelin deficiency correlated 

with broad measures of symptom severity, however, no selective regional structure-function 

relationships were observed.  

White matter integrity differences in Wolfram syndrome can be found over all white 

matter, though the largest differences are found in the posterior inferior regions of the brain. The 

level and development of myelin deficits across the brain tended to follow one of two primary 

patterns. The first pattern is seen through most of the white matter and exemplified by tracts such 

as the corpus callosum (Figs 3 and 4). In these regions, myelin metrics appear normal in early 

childhood, but are deficient by early adulthood in Wolfram syndrome. Within the Wolfram 

group, there is little change in myelin metrics over age, but as expected, there is an increase in 

FA and reduction in RD with age in controls (Lebel, Treit, & Beaulieu, 2019). A different pattern 

appears in the tracts associated with the visual system (optic radiations, ILF, IFOF). Within these 

tracts, the Wolfram group appears to have deficient myelin (decreased FA, increased RD) 

compared to controls, even at the earliest age studied.  

The existence of two developmental patterns of myelin suggests varied regional 

susceptibility to the pathological processes in Wolfram syndrome. Regional differences in 

normal white matter development are expected. It is known that myelin first increases sharply 

through the first two years of age and then continues to increase at a lower rate through thirty 
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years of age before decreasing through the rest of life. Myelin development and peak 

myelination level varies between tracts, with tracts like splenium of the corpus callosum being 

highly myelinated and those like the uncinate or superior fronto-occiptial tract peaking at 

relatively low levels. Rate of myelination also differs between tracts, with the corticospinal tract 

showing the highest increasing slope before the peak level is achieved (Lebel & Beaulieu, 2011). 

In addition, other white matter diseases demonstrate distinct regional vulnerabilities.  For 

example, multiple sclerosis primarily affects periventricular white matter (Dobson & 

Giovannoni, 2019). Interestingly, Krabbe disease, a neurodevelopmental lysosomal storage 

disease caused by a deficiency of the lysosomal enzyme galactocerebrosidase, has a similarly 

topographic pattern to Wolfram syndrome, with white matter abnormalities in the corticospinal 

tracts, optic radiations, and posterior part of the corpus callosum (Debs et al., 2013). 

 The mechanism behind the regional differences of myelin deficits across development 

observed in Wolfram syndrome is unknown. Many of the regions that seem particularly 

vulnerable in Wolfram syndrome are known to myelinate very early (≤ 68 weeks after 

conception), including the optic radiations, middle cerebellar peduncle, and the corticospinal 

tract at the level of the brainstem (Kinney, Brody, Kloman, & Gilles, 1988). Areas that do not 

show hypomyelination in Wolfram syndrome that also fall within the visual system, like the 

Band of Gennari (Hilson et al., 2009), are categorized as late developing (>144 weeks post 

conception)(Kinney et al., 1988).  A timing hypothesis is however not sufficient as several early-

developing regions like the corpus callosum are not affected in early childhood in Wolfram. 

Furthermore, association fibers that are affected early in the disease, like the inferior longitudinal 

fasciculus, develop between 119-142 weeks post conception (Kinney et al., 1988).  
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 The tracts affected early in Wolfram syndrome are largely related to the visual system, 

namely the optic radiations, inferior longitudinal fasciculus and inferior fronto-occipital 

fasciculus. This is consistent with optic atrophy being pervasive in the disease and patients 

experiencing potentially severe visual deficits, however, damage of the tracts appears to precede 

the diagnosis of visual impairment (Table 1). Retinal nerve fiber layer thickness is significantly 

below normal from our earliest observations and decreases with time (Hoekel et al., 2018; 

Zmyslowska et al., 2017). This thinning of the retinal layer is likely impacting the structural 

integrity of the tracts on top of any independent effects due to faulty myelination mechanisms. 

Reduced fractional anisotropy in the optic radiations, one of the primary deficits in Wolfram, is 

also found in Leber’s hereditary optic neuropathy which causes a degradation in the retinal 

ganglion cells and their axons (Manners et al., 2015). A wider population study in the 

Netherlands looking for Alzheimer’s biomarkers showed an association between a thinner retinal 

ganglion cell layer and lower fractional anisotropy in the optic radiations, inferior longitudinal 

fasciculus and posterior component of the inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus (Mutlu et al., 

2018), consistent with what is seen in Wolfram syndrome. Similar changes have also been seen 

in congenitally blind and late blind patients, with late blind patients showing more extensive 

white matter damage (Hofstetter et al., 2019; D. Wang et al., 2013). It can thus be hypothesized 

that the tracts associated with the visual system are so severely affected because of the particular 

vulnerability of the retinal ganglion cells. 

Myelin mapping was undertaken to examine if the differences in myelination seen in 

Wolfram syndrome also included gray matter myelin. The strongest difference detected in 

Wolfram syndrome was a group difference within the brainstem, which is consistent with known 

pathology in Wolfram. Slight time x group effects were found in a handful of cortical regions, 
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but the effect appears to be carried by a couple subjects. It is possible that the metric is not 

sensitive to detect more subtle differences in the gray matter myelin content, but also plausible 

that differences are minimal or may not appear until a more severe phase of the disease. A 

histopathological study of a single Wolfram patient did not show differences in myelin in the 

band of Gennari, but this was limited to visual inspection (Hilson et al., 2009). In addition, 

myelin mapping has been able to detect the development of gray matter myelin in normal infants 

(Lee et al., 2015) and has been show to correlate to diffusion imaging in adults. Thus, our 

tentative conclusion is that gray matter myelin is largely protected from the pathological process 

that affects white matter myelination in Wolfram syndrome. 

Correlations between myelin integrity metrics and disease symptoms were present, but 

not strong or regionally specific. FA and RD, when averaged over the entirely of the white 

matter, appear to be the strongest indicators of the severity of symptoms. The increased noise 

within the tracts as compared to an average over a large region facilitates stronger results as 

compared to the individual tracts. Overall, there is poor correlation between symptoms and the 

logically corresponding tract ie. the optic radiations and visual acuity. This phenomenon is 

common in neuroimaging research and is also seen in other diseases such as multiple sclerosis 

(Mollison et al., 2017). Neuroimaging myelin integrity metrics can thus be used as biomarkers to 

estimate how severely a patient is affected by Wolfram syndrome, but they are not sufficient to 

actively follow an individual patient’s progression or as a primary biomarker to test the 

effectiveness of novel treatments.  

 This study takes advantage of a novel method of diffusion weighted imaging analysis: 

diffusion basis spectrum imaging (DBSI). The primary advantages of this modality are estimates 

for isometric diffusion components (Y. Wang et al., 2015, 2011).  The lower fiber fraction and 
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corresponding increase in hindered fraction seen in some regions is consistent with axonal 

damage and lower levels of myelin and is supported by the handful of available 

neuropathological studies of individuals with Wolfram syndrome (Hilson et al., 2009; Jackson et 

al., 1994). This interpretation also provides an explanation for the lack of increased volume of 

these areas during development seen in Wolfram syndrome (Lugar et al., 2019). The restricted 

fraction estimates have originally been interpreted to reflect an increase in cellularity, 

specifically inflammatory cells. The results of this study bring this interpretation into question, as 

controls show increased restricted fraction across age, which is unlikely to be explained by 

increased inflammation.  Interestingly, whatever mechanism is driving this pattern in controls is 

not present in Wolfram syndrome. A difference in oligodendrocyte populations is a tempting 

interpretation, but in healthy development, the cell population should reach nearly its maximal 

size in early childhood and does not increase at a rate mirroring the increase in the restricted 

fraction seen in our controls (Yeung et al., 2014). 

 The primary limitations of this study relate to within-subject noise in the imaging data 

and the small sample size, issues that will plague any study of a rare disease. The longitudinal 

nature of the study has required the consistent use of older sequences. While we have made an 

effort to limit the effect of movement on our data, it nevertheless will decrease the quality of the 

data. Newer sequences and following subjects over a longer time frame will hopefully allow for 

a more detailed analysis of regional and within-person changes. Nevertheless, this study shows 

that despite large white matter integrity deficits, changes over time are minor at best, making 

neuroimaging metrics a good marker for overall patient status but a poor one for monitoring 

individual patient progression or testing novel forms of treatment. 
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Overall, the results of this study are important for understanding the progression of 

Wolfram syndrome. We have learned that white matter deficits are seen across the brain, but that 

the development of these deficits does not follow a homogenous trajectory. By early adulthood, 

myelin integrity is compromised throughout the brain, but particular tracts – those associated 

with vision – are affected more severely and as soon as early childhood, even before substantial 

visual acuity loss. While myelin appears to have a prominent role in Wolfram, and there appears 

to be a relationship between symptom severity and overall myelin integrity, it is clear that 

regional differences are not associated with specific symptoms. Such knowledge is invaluable in 

the search for novel treatment directions, both with respect to target and biomarker selections 

and validation of animal models of Wolfram syndrome. Finally, mechanistic explanations for 

neuropathological changes in Wolfram syndrome will need to consider the significant regional 

and developmental differences observed in this work.  
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2.5 Supplementary Figures 

 

 

 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 2.1: Significant estimate coefficients with SE margins for a mixed linear model analysis of the myelin 

index in each gray matter region and select white matter regions (p<0.05). Time X group effects were found throughout the 

cortex. Group effects were limited to the brainstem and cerebellum. Start age effects were found in nearly all regions. 
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Supplementary Figure 2.2: Estimate coefficients with SE margins (p<0.05) for a linear mixed model analysis of the 

relationship between myelin metrics in the acoustic radiations and symptoms. Correlations with hearing are 

present, but so are correlations with vision. Clinical metrics: WURS overall score (WURS), WURS physical score 

(Phys), PANESS Score, Visual acuity (VA), RNFL thickness, Pure tone hearing (PT), High frequency hearing (HF) 
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3.1 Introduction 

 To date, the study of myelin involvement in Wolfram syndrome has been mostly limited 

to the white matter of the brain, which is known to be seriously compromised (Lugar et al., 2019, 

2016), possibly due to the susceptibility of oligodendrocytes to ER stress (Rosko, Smith, 

Yamazaki, & Huang, 2019). However, myelin is also present in gray matter, albeit in 

significantly smaller amounts (Timmler & Simons, 2019). It could thus be hypothesized that the 

myelin in gray matter is also vulnerable in Wolfram syndrome. 

 The assessment of myelin in such regions is predominantly done using magnetization 

transfer or the simultaneous tissue relaxometry of R1 and R2 relaxation rates and proton density, 

both of which has been found to correlate well with histology (Heath, Hurley, Johansen-Berg, & 

Sampaio-Baptista, 2018). While these are the gold standard, they are not typically available in a 

standard set of sequences that may be collected during a study. An alternative approach is to use 

myelin mapping.  

Myelin mapping uses the T1w/T2w ratio as a surrogate marker for myelin (referred to as 

myelin index in this chapter). It was originally developed by Glasser et al. as a method of 

increasing the signal to noise ratio, enhancing the contrast correlated with myelin (Glasser et al., 

2013; Glasser & Van Essen, 2011). The original application took advantage of myelin gradients 

to generate brain parcellations, but has since been used in several studies as a quantifiable myelin 

metric (Ganzetti, Wenderoth, & Mantini, 2014; Lee et al., 2015). 

In this chapter, we thus aim to assess whether myelin outside of the heavily myelinated 

white matter tracts is also affected in Wolfram syndrome and explore how robust any findings 

may be by examining the myelin index in better understood regions of the brain. We also explore 

two different approaches of calculating the myelin index within the gray matter: a ribbon method 
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which aims to take a core sample from the middle of the cortical layers and a whole area method 

which should be impacted less by cortical thinning. 

 

3.2 Methodology 

  A myelin index was calculated using a T1w/T2w ratio. Myelin mapping was performed 

using the Minimal Processing Pipeline from the Human Connectome Project, with modifications 

that would allow for a quantifiable comparison of subjects (Glasser et al., 2013). Per the pipeline, 

T1w and T2w images were motion and eddy current corrected. Freesurfer surfaces were 

generated to be used for parcellations and graphical representation. A custom, HCP-specific 

version of Freesurfer was used as this version includes an update that improves surface accuracy. 

The myelin index was then calculated across the brain by simply finding the T1w/T2w ratio. In 

order to allow for meaningful comparison between subjects and sessions, images needed to be 

normalized. Normalization could not depend on either white or gray matter as these are the areas 

of interest being tested and are not expected to be consistent between groups. Instead, a mask of 

the face, outside of the brain and including the eyeballs, was drawn in standard MNI space and 

then registered to the native T1w and T2w images (Lee et al., 2015). The distribution of the 

myelin index within the face ROI was found for each subject in its native space. A minimum 

mode and whole region mode was found using the peaks of a kernel regression of the 

distribution. These modes, along with standardized values were used for linear rescaling for the 

original T1w/T2w image.   

Regions for analysis were defined per FreeSurfer parcellations. To control for noise, the 

myelin index distributions within each parcellation were thresholded to eliminate the extreme 

tails of the distributions. Gray matter myelin within the cortex was examined by averaging the 
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myelin index over two sets of regions: whole regions and mid-thickness ribbon. The 

midthickness ribbon was generated by averaging the coordinates of the pial and white matter 

surfaces. Subcortical regions were assessed using whole region averages of FreeSurfer 

parcellations. Outliers were removed as defined by being more than 1.5 interquartile ranges 

above the upper quartile or below the lower quartile. 

 Statistical significance was assessed using student t tests for cross-sectional analysis and 

mixed linear modeling for longitudinal analysis. The model used for mixed linear modeling is as 

follows: 

 

Myelin = Group + Age + Time + Group X Age + Group X Time + Group X Age X Time + ( 

Time | Subjects ) 

 

 An analysis comparing myelin mapping and conventional diffusion-weighted imaging 

was also completed. Normalized myelin index maps were registered through T1w images to b0 

images. Myelin index values were averaged over the white matter tracts discussed in Chapter 2 

and compared to FA averages of corresponding areas using Pearson coefficients.  

 

3.3 Results 

 

Myelin Index in the Cortical Gray Matter – Whole Region Averages 

 

 A cross-sectional group comparison was first done, comparing the myelin index within 

full parcellations of cortical gray matter, as shown in Figure 3.1 below.  There were no 
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statistically significant differences between groups. Unexpectedly, in many of the parcellations, 

the Wolfram group was larger than the control group. 

 

Figure 3.1 Cross-sectional differences of myelin in cortical regions 

 

The raw data showing the average myelin index for each region is shown in Figure 2, 

with control subjects in green and Wolfram subjects in blue. Age is on the x-axis. Even with 

outliers removed, a substantial amount of noise is visible in the plots, and points in different 
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regions across the same subject are correlated with each. Differences between the two groups are 

not evident. 
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Figure 3.2 Myelin index in Wolfram (blue) and control (green) subjects in cortical areas. Age is on the x-axis 

 

 Statistical assessment of group differences within each region was done using mixed 

linear models. A couple regions show a significant group X time interaction: parahippocampal, 

temporal pole, and superior temporal regions, with controls demonstrating a slightly larger 

increase in myelin index over time. A significant start age and time effect were present in almost 

every region. 
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Figure 3.3 Mixed linear model results for cortical areas. Significant (p<0.05) estimate coefficients with SE margins are shown. 

 

Myelin Index in the Cortical Gray Matter – Midthickness Ribbon Averages 

 

 Myelin index in the cortical gray matter was then examined using only the average of a 

midthickness ribbon between the pial and white matter surfaces. The cross-sectional comparison 

of groups, without taking age into account, it shown below. There are no statistically significant 

differences, however now the control group tends to have a larger myelin index than the 

Wolfram group, was would be predicted. While not significant, the largest difference is in the 

pericalcarine region. 
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Figure 3.4 Cross-sectional differences of myelin in cortical regions using the mid-thickness approach 
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 Average myelin index for each region, averaging over the midthickness ribbon, is shown 

in the figure below, with control subjects in green and Wolfram subjects in blue. Age is on the x 

axis. Data is noisy within subjects and no obvious group differences are present. In most cases, 

the control group has a slightly higher slope line with respect to age, the rostral anterior cingulate 

is a particular exception to this trend. 
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Figure 3.5 Myelin index in Wolfram (blue) and control (green) subjects in cortical areas using the mid-thickness approach. Age is 
on the x-axis 
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Figure 3.6 Mixed linear model results for cortical areas using the mid-thickness approach. Significant (p<0.05) estimate 
coefficients with SE margins are shown. 

  

Mixed linear analysis of group differences only showed a singular time X group 

interaction in the temporal pole. The effect of start age and time was significant in almost every 

region. 

 

Subcortical Myelin Index 

  

 Average myelin index was calculated within a series of subcortical areas. In a cross-

sectional group analysis, three regions shows a statistically significant difference with a higher 
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myelin index in controls: cerebellar cortex (p=0.0092), cerebellar white matter (p=0.0291), and 

the brainstem (p=0.000042), not corrected for multiple comparisons.  

 

Figure 3.7 Cross-sectional differences of myelin in subcortical regions  
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 Plots of the myelin index within the subcortical regions is shown below, with controls 

shown in green and Wolfram subjects shown in blue. The brainstem stands out with the largest 

group differences, and ones that are present from the youngest participants in the study. Trends 

of a diverging trajectory over age are visible in a handful of regions, including the cerebellar 

cortex, cerebellar white matter, and hippocampus. 

 

Figure 3.14 Myelin index in Wolfram (blue) and control (green) subjects in subcortical areas. Age is on the x-axis 

 Mixed linear model analysis showed significant group X time interactions in the 

amygdala, cerebellar cortex, and hippocampus. Group differences were found in the cerebellar 

cortex, cerebellar white matter, hippocampus, and brainstem. Age and time effects were present 

in almost all regions. They are notably absent from the brainstem, which shows the largest group 

difference. 
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Figure 3.9 Mixed linear model results for subcortical areas. Significant (p<0.05) estimate coefficients with SE margins are shown. 

 

Myelin Index in the White Matter  

  

 The myelin index was calculated across FreeSurfer regions of white matter, as shown 

below. No significant differences are found between groups, however the trend of a higher 

myelin index in controls is present in every region. 
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Figure 3.10 Cross-sectional differences of myelin in white matter 

 

The myelin index in the white matter regions is shown on a subject level below, with controls in 

green and Wolfram subjects in blue. Noise between and within subjects is present, though all 

regions show a slightly higher slope with respect to age in controls.
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Figure 3.11 Myelin index in Wolfram (blue) and control (green) subjects in white matter. Age is on the x-axis 

 

 

The mixed linear model analysis results are shown in the table below. Almost all regions show a 

start age effect, with several showing significant start age X group, time X group, group, and 

time effects. Most of these effects are in the occipital, temporal, and cingulate regions. 
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3.4 Discussion 

 Myelin mapping was undertaken to explore whether myelin is affected in the gray matter 

in Wolfram syndrome, as could be hypothesized from the potential vulnerability of 

oligodendrocytes. While a handful of studies have utilized this methodology, it has been largely 

underutilized in the literature. It is certainly not the gold standard for measuring myelin, but is 

feasible in a study with limited sequences available.  

Figure 3.12 Mixed linear model results for white matter regions. Significant (p<0.05) estimate coefficients with SE margins are shown. 
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 The ribbon analysis performed better than whole region averages of the gray matter. The 

ribbon approach allows for smaller partial volume error and centers in on the more highly 

myelinated regions of the cortex which lie deeper, away from the pial surface. This approach 

could have error if cortical thinning occurs to different degrees between groups being studied. 

 Overall, few group differences of the myelin index were found in the gray matter. The 

cortex appears to be largely unaffected, which would be consistent with the limited commentary 

on the matter when looking at the occipital lobe in a histology study. The significant increase 

found with age and time is reassuring, as one would expect myelin to increase with age. The 

significant effect of time suggests that contrary to the tractography analysis within Chapter 2, 

intrasubject comparisons are robust. A good deal of noise between subjects is still present, 

suggesting some error may be coming from an imperfect calibration. 

 The subcortical analysis of regions is also reassuring for the method validity. The 

brainstem, which had the largest group difference in myelin index, is known to be particularly 

vulnerable in Wolfram syndrome, showing some of the largest volume differences in the disease. 

Similarly, it is already known that the cerebellar cortex and cerebellar white matter also show 

large volumetric group differences. The significant difference in the hippocampus is intriguing 

with severe cognitive deficits seen in late stages of the disease. It should also be noted that the 

brainstem differences found here do not correlate with the decreasing volume found in the 

brainstem during this time, but instead are more reminiscent of the developmental pattern seen in 

the visual tracts in tractography. 

 Myelin index was examined in the white matter, which is known to be affected in 

Wolfram syndrome. As would be consistent with FA in tractography, several significant age X 

group effects were found, and a general trend of controls showing an increased slope with 
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respect to age is present. Group differences – without a significant age interaction – were found 

in the occipital lobe and pericalcarine region, which is also consistent with the lack of age effect 

in traditional tractography in the visually-associated tracts. However, looking at the raw data 

does not present the same clear separation in early childhood between groups that is 

characteristic of the aforementioned pattern. The overall magnitude of differences between the 

groups, even when not significant, is greater in the white matter than the gray, so that even with 

the limitations of the metric, myelin in gray matter is likely less compromised than myelin in 

white matter in Wolfram syndrome. 

 As with all imaging techniques, noise is a concern. The data was of overall poorer quality 

and required greater removal of outliers than the tractography data. Fewer clean T2w scans were 

collected and the sequence was rarely redo, due to its lower priority outside these analyses. 

However, many subjects displayed low intrasubject noise between time points, allowing for more 

significant effects with respect to time to be found as compared to traditional tractography, 

proving its ability to be robust. 

 While myelin in white matter is substantially and globally affected in Wolfram 

syndrome, gray matter appears to be spared, at least during childhood and early adulthood when 

cognitive impairments have rarely begun to be symptomatic. With supportive evidence from the 

subcortical and cortical white matter regions, it has been shown the myelin mapping can be used 

to broadly assess the integrity of myelin across the brain and can detect pathological states when 

more quantitative scanning sequences are not available. 
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4.1 Introduction 

Animal models of diseases open doors to experimentation that is impossible to conduct 

on humans, and allow us to make great strides in the understanding of mechanisms and efficacy 

of potential treatments. A good animal model for Wolfram syndrome has largely eluded us, 

though the development of an exon 5 deletion mouse model showed particular promise. We 

aimed to answer whether the mouse model was an accurate representation of the human neuronal 

imaging phenotype, to help bridge the knowledge gaps between genetic mutation and clinical 

presentation. 

The mouse was previously shown to develop exhibit reduced volume of the optic nerve, 

brain stem, and cortex (Cagalinec et al., 2016). The mice showed evidence of ER stress 

(Cagalinec et al., 2016), a leading hypothesis behind the etiology of the disease presentation of 

Wolfram syndrome. However, nothing was known about the myelin integrity within the mice 

brains, and model had not been vetted by the Wolfram research community. Mice with this 

mutation were known to be small and present with a squinty eyed phenotype which hinted at 

visual acuity deficits that might be consistent with the human presentation, though other studies 

did not seen differences in the optic nerve (Delettre et al., 2014). 

We began our study with a whole a brain structural and diffusion investigation. Due to 

the reported optic atrophy in the mouse model and the robustness of the variable in humans with 

Wolfram syndrome, we then focused on a high-resolution diffusion study of the optic nerve. 

Further study revealed that the reported squinty eyed phenotype was due to ocular enucleation. 

This is not a part of the human phenotype and thus presented a significant confound. To 

minimize the effect of this confound, we proceeded to examine white matter integrity in the rest 

of the brain prior to the development of enucleation in the mice. 
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4.2 Methodology 

Scanning was conducted in three phases: an initial whole brain phase, optic nerve phase, and a 

second whole brain phase. The initial two batches consisted of 4 Wfs1-/- mice and 5 control mice 

(Wfs1+/- and Wfs1+/+). Half of the Wolfram mice presented with a squinty eyed phenotype. The 

second phase consisted of 7 Wfs1-/- mice and 6 control mice (Wfs1+/- and Wfs1+/+), scanned at 6 

months of age, with eyeballs intact. 

All scans were conducted on a 4.7T Agilent DirectDrive (200 MHz) MRI System. 

 

Whole Brain Scanning 

 Whole brain scanning was conducted using a conventional spin-echo diffusion-weighted 

sequence with a 25-direction diffusion-encoding scheme and one b=0 image.(Batchelor, 

Atkinson, Hill, Calamante, & Connelly, 2003) Sequence parameters were TR=300ms, TE=43ms, 

delay between pulses = 25ms, gradient pulse duration = 5 ms, maximum b-value =2200 s/mm2, 

slice thickness = 1.8mm, in-plane resolution of 104 x 104 µm2.(Lin et al., 2019) 

 

Optic Nerve Scanning 

 A single high resolution slice was used for the quantification of the optic nerve. It was 

thus imperative to use a protocol that would ensure that the same slice of the optic nerve would 

be chosen in each mouse. Five 1 mm midsagittal and coronal slices were taken with a FOV 30 x 

30, TR =800, TE=5, target bval =1000, and resolution of 192 x 192. Using these images as 
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guides, a sagittal field of view was aligned as closely as possible to the true midsagittal plane. 

The field of view was then rotated 90 degrees to be a coronal view perpendicular to the optic 

nerve. The single slice was to go through the landmark of where the corpus callosum and third 

ventricle appear to meet. The conventional spin-echo diffusion-weighted scan was then collected 

with a FOV of 22.5 x 22.5 mm2, 0.8 mm thickness, TR = 1500 ms, and maximum b-value= 

2441.9.(Lin et al., 2017) 

 

Diffusion Basis Spectrum Imaging (DBSI) 

 DBSI analysis uses the linear combination of the anisotropic components derived from 

traditional DTI analysis with an isotropic component that includes the calculation of a hindered, 

restricted, and water fraction. Details are presented in Chapter 2. The mouse imaging data was 

processed using a DBSI processing package from Song et al. to generate FA, RD, and AD maps, 

along with fraction maps for fiber (anisotropic) (FF), restricted (RF), hindered (HF), and water 

(WF) components. 

 The white matter of each mouse was individually segmented using the b0 images. The 

white matter consisted of just an ROI of the optic nerve for the optic nerve specific imaging. The 

whole brain images were segmented into the following regions: corpus callosum (medial), 

corpus callosum (lateral), optic tract, internal capsule, external capsule, cerebral peduncle, 

fimbria, arbor vitae, middle cerebellar peduncle, and medullar white matter. Whole brain regions 

were filtered with an FA threshold > 0.4. Averages of the FA, RD, AD, FF, RF, HF, and WF 

were found for each region and student’s t-tests were used to assess statistical significance. 
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4.3 Results 

The Wfs1-/- and control mice were housed together. However, the groups of mice could be 

distinguished from a distance. The Wfs1-/- mice were significantly smaller than the control mice 

(Batch 2: Wfs1-/- : 17.4 ± 3.02 g, controls: 25.25 ± 2.63g, p = 0.0023). Their back showed distinct 

kyphosis. Younger Wfs1-/-  mice showed exophthalmos, while older mice appeared to have 

squinty eyes. The Wfs1-/-  mice also had a significantly smaller brain, though this decreased 

pertains to the entire brain and is not regionally specific. 

 

Figure 4.1: Whole brain volume by slice. Wfs1-/- mice have a consistently smaller brain 

throughout all regions.  

 

Optic Nerve 

 The optic nerves of the Wolfram mice were significantly smaller (Figure 4.2C). The 

effect is so drastic that many of the mice can be easily distinguished by this feature alone (Figure 

2.XA-B, optic nerves highlighted with a red box). 
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Figure 4.2 Optic nerve size in Wfs1-/-  mice. A) Optic nerve in a control mouse. B) Optic Nerve in 

a Wfs1-/-  mouse C) Comparison of cross-sectional area in optic nerve. P<0.05. 

  

 The anisotropic metrics of FA, RD, and AD along with the isotropic metric of FF were 

evaluated in the optic nerves of the two groups (Figure 4.3). The Wolfram mice has a 

significantly lower FF than the control mice. While not significant, the Wolfram mice had a 

decreased FA and AD along with an increased RD, which would be consistent with 

demyelination. 
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Figure 4.15 Myelin integrity metrics in the optic nerves. Fiber fraction is significantly smaller in 

the Wolfram mice 

 

Representative examples of the anisotropic maps in a Wolfram and control mouse are shown 

below. A Wolfram mouse with a relatively large optic nerve was chosen here. The AD and RD 

of the Wolfram mouse are patchier, showing a greater variance. The extreme highs in the AD 

and lows of the RD in the Wolfram mouse appear mostly in the periphery vs centrum of the 

nerve. 
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Figure 4.4 Topographic distribution of myelin integrity metrics in an example Wolfram and 

control optic nerve 

 

Whole Brain  

 Averages for anisotropic and isotropic metrics were found in a collection of white matter 

regions within the mouse brains, shown in Figure 4.5 and 4.6 below. After multiple comparison 

correction, no differences were found to be significant. Without accounting for multiple 

comparisons, the optic tract showed decreased AD and FA, and increased RD in Wolfram mice 

as compared to controls. The RD in the external capsule trended toward an increase in Wolfram. 

The corpus callosum appeared to trend in the opposite direction, with a potential increase in RD 

in Wolfram. FF shows remarkably little difference between the two groups. The Wolfram group 

trends toward an increase of RF in the optic tract and trends toward an increase in HR in the 

middle cerebellar peduncle in the Wolfram group, though potential trends go in either direction 

across the brain in the HR. 
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Figure 4.5 Anisotropic integrity metrics across a selection of white matter tracts 
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4.4 Discussion 

 The primary goal of the Wolfram mouse imaging experiments was to examine how 

congruous the mouse model was to the human phenotype. When we first acquired this model 

mouse, very little was known about the neural phenotype. We were initially interested in the 

optic nerve, as measurements pertaining to myelin metrics and vision are most robust in humans, 

with all of our patients experiencing some level of optic atrophy and most of them showing a 

decline in vision over the human study period. Initial experiments on the mouse vision also 

seemed promising, and our own optic nerve data initially appeared to support the use of the 

model. Several of the mice showed grossly smaller nerves and correspondent myelin metrics, 

namely, decreased FA and AD and increased RD.  

Figure 4.6 Distribution of component fractions across a selection of white matter tracts across the brain 
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On closer examination, it was realized that the squinty eye phenotype was the result of 

burst eyeballs. The mice were experiencing progressively higher intraocular pressure, as 

evidenced by the exophthalmos in the younger mice, until the eyeballs were no longer present. 

This is a major confounding variable for the study of the optic nerve and entire visual system. 

Upon closer examination of the data, the significant results of the imaging and size of the optic 

nerve data were driven by the two mice that presented with the squinty eye phenotype. The lack 

of visual stimulus caused, if at least contributed, to the severe atrophy of the optic nerve. This 

difference can be seen when comparing the optic nerves shown in Figures 2 and 4, where the 

former mouse has become enucleated while the latter still has its eyeballs. This confound is 

problematic when there is no evidence of enucleation or even increased ocular pressure in the 

human phenotype. 

With the optic nerve eliminated as a valid mediator between the human and mouse 

phenotype, we proceeded to acquire a second group of mice which were studied at 6 months of 

age, prior to enucleation. We also expanded our study to the rest of the white matter in mouse 

brain. Unlike in the human, where differences in myelin integrity are apparent throughout most 

of the brain, differences in the mice did not reach true statistical significance. It is of note that the 

largest differences – like in the humans – were seen in the optic tract. However, due to the 

increased intraocular pressure, one cannot deduce whether this is caused by the same mechanism 

as in the human. Furthermore, differences in the myelin integrity appear to be driven by AD, the 

metric of axonal damage, unlike the RD, the metric of demyelination, as in humans. The fiber 

fraction is remarkably similar across all regions, suggesting myelin is less vulnerable in this 

model than in humans. It is possible that the sample size is too small to find significant 

differences, especially for areas outside of the visual tract, as those differences are of smaller 
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magnitude in humans. The mice may also be too young. Differences in humans outside the visual 

system were not present in early childhood. We chose to use younger mice in order to minimize 

the impact of the ocular pressure, and while six month old mice are adult, the trajectory of the 

disease may follow a delayed timeline in the mice. 

The restricted fraction was somewhat increased in the optic tracts and cerebral peduncles 

in the Wolfram mice. This is completely inconsistent with humans which show an increase of the 

restricted fraction across the brain in healthy controls and one that increases with age. The 

mechanism behind this in humans remains a conundrum, but unfortunately histology of this 

model would not provide a possible explanation. 

Overall, the exon 5 deletion Wolfram mouse model is not a sufficiently good model of 

the neuronal phenotype of Wolfram syndrome. Volume differences are not specific to the regions 

that are seen to be smaller in humans. Some differences in the myelin metrics of the optic tracts 

are irrelevant on the background of mouse ocular enucleation, and there is no evidence to suggest 

that one could learn more about the etiology of the differences in the restricted fraction that are 

present in humans. The use of this model with respect to Wolfram syndrome should be restricted 

to metabolic concerns outside the brain. 
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5.1 Summary of Results and Commentary 

 Wolfram syndrome is a complex, rare neurodegenerative disease with significant white 

matter involvement. In this work, we have explored when these white matter deficits develop and 

how they progress with time. We have shown that the divergence from normal development falls 

broadly into two patterns. One pattern applies to white matter tracts related to the visual system. 

From the earliest ages studied, these tracts in the patients with Wolfram already have lower 

levels of myelination as compared to controls. Despite the initial lower levels of myelin, the 

tracts appear to myelinate at the same rate as healthy controls. That the difference in myelin 

integrity is already visible in early childhood suggests that these tracts may have never 

myelinated correctly. The average magnitude of the difference in FA between the Wolfram and 

control groups is also notable as being particularly large. The effect is not subtle, even in a small 

sample size, underscoring the severity of the deficits. The second pattern appears to be present 

throughout most of the rest of the white matter tracts in the brain, where a divergence in myelin 

development is not seen until the adolescence, with lower levels of myelination seen in the brains 

with Wolfram. This may be caused by either a slowing of the myelination process, degradation 

of myelin, or a combination of the two. 

 The two patterns suggest that Wolfram syndrome has aspects of both of a 

neurodegenerative and neurodevelopmental disorder. It can be hypothesized that the tracts 

following the first pattern, with the large deficits from the earliest of ages, were never myelinated 

to the expected level. A potential explanation of this could be the phenomenon that the 

proliferation of oligodendrocyte precursor cells depends on the electrical activity in axons 

(Barres & Raff, n.d.), so for an instance delayed eye opening will delay myelination of the optic 

nerve. It is known that the retinal nerve fiber layer in Wolfram is exceptionally thin from the 
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earliest ages we have examined (Hoekel et al., 2018), and decreased levels of myelination could 

be a downstream effect. Pattern two on the other hand suggests a neurodegenerative component. 

It is particularly interesting that the myelination trajectory of the patients with Wolfram falls off 

in adolescence. Though the specific role of WFS1 in oligodendrocytes is still unknown, we have 

examined WFS1 gene expression in across different developmental age spans in healthy brains 

using BrainSpan Atlas of the Developing Human Brain (Samara et al., 2019). This has shown us 

that WFS1 expression is greatest during late childhood-early adulthood (8-15 years of age), the 

second half of which correlates with the split in trajectories. 

 Due to the vulnerability of myelin in white matters in Wolfram, we also explored whether 

myelin in gray matter may be similarly affected. In the cortical gray matter, a couple regions 

showed a significant group X time interaction, in the temporal and parahippocampal areas. 

Larger effects were seen in subcortical regions, particularly in the cerebellum and brainstem. The 

methodology used for estimating myelin is not the gold standard of the field, but was the only 

modality available for this dataset. Correlations between the myelin index and FA in the white 

matter tracts were high, lending credence to the method, though analyzing the white matter tracts 

through the myelin index underreports the differences between the groups. It is thus possible that 

the myelin in gray matter in Wolfram syndrome is affected, but to a lesser degree as well as only 

being affected later in the disease progression. 

 Correlations between lesions and symptom presentation are always of interest. As in 

many other conditions, the correlations between pathology and expected effect were minimal. It 

would have been expected that deficits in microstructure of the optic radiations and ILF would 

correlate to visual acuity or that deficits in the acoustic radiations would correlate to auditory 

acuity, but this did not appear to be the case. This is not particularly surprising when one takes 
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into account the lack of change in, for example, FA in the optic radiations over age, even though 

most of the Wolfram patients experienced annual worsening visual acuity over this same time 

period. Instead, examining FA and FF averages over the entire white matter skeleton were more 

reliable indicators of disease severity. It might thus be suggested that white matter metrics can 

use used a general biomarkers to judge the severity of neurodegeneration. However, noise in the 

data precludes this biomarker from being a reliable choice for a drug efficacy trial. Furthermore, 

the lack of relationship between myelin integrity neuroimaging metrics in particular tracts and 

changes in the symptoms of the patient suggests that the myelin deficits are not driving the 

symptoms themselves.  

 Animal models are frequently used in science as a bridge between studying a disease on a 

cellular level and studying a disease in a living human. We had hoped the newest Wolfram 

mouse model would be a tool to better elucidate the changes in the brain caused by the disease 

and to this end we tested whether the same differences in white matter tracts would also be seen 

in the mouse model. Little evidence outside the visual tracts were found, and this effect was 

confounded with the previously unknown symptom of globe rupture.  

 

5.2 Future Directions 

 Many questions still remain unanswered with respect to the role of myelin in Wolfram 

syndrome. As with any longitudinal imaging study, the sequences used to collect this data are 

dated. The current DTI imaging standard uses over three times as many directions, which would 

certainly improve the quality of the data. Such improvements would hopefully decrease the 

intrasubject variance and allow for a better estimate of the progression of the disease in the white 

matter tracts. Due to the noise in the present set, conclusions were limited to comparisons 
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between ages rather than actual analysis over time. This distinction is particularly important in 

Wolfram syndrome due to the heterogenous presentation of disease. While age does loosely 

correlate with disease severity, it is not uncommon to see older patients with milder symptoms or 

younger patients with more severe ones. 

 Myelin mapping was the only available modality to probe the integrity of myelin outside 

the white matter tracts, and while a promising relationship between myelin mapping and standard 

DTI metrics has been shown here, more precise modalities are available. Studying myelin water 

fraction through advanced analysis – such as with a Bayesian application – of mcDESPOT 

generated signals could better distinguish group differences (Bouhrara & Spencer, 2016). While 

it too is a surrogate marker for myelin, as it measures the water between layers of myelin, it is 

still a more direct measure than myelin mapping. 

 In this work, we tested the newest, most promising animal model available – an exon 5 

knock out mouse model. This model has shown itself to be unsatisfactory for studying the 

neurophenotype of Wolfram syndrome. Recently, a newer animal has been developed – an exon 

5 knockout in a rat (Plaas et al., 2017). The rat appears to have many of the expected symptoms, 

including reduced beta cell mass, ER stress in the pancreas, cataracts, retinal gliosis, ER stress in 

the retina, optic atrophy, and reduced medullary volume. Importantly, there does not appear to be 

increased intraocular pressure or any evidence of global rupture. It would thus be important to 

examine if the mouse also presents other aspects of the neurological phenotype such as ataxia 

and dysphagia, as well as showing similar temporal and topographic patterns of myelin 

deficiencies and differences in volumes of regions such as the cerebellum and thalamus. Current 

literature suggests the model may only encompass the neurodegenerative aspects of disease, 

without the neurodevelopment components (Toots et al., 2018).  Nevertheless, there is potential 
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for the study of the progression of neurodegeneration in Wolfram syndrome on a cellular level. A 

strong disease model also allows for research into potential treatments, and indeed, studies on the 

efficacy of liraglutide are currently being conducted (Seppa et al., 2019; Toots et al., 2018). 

Whether this or any other treatment translates to humans remains to be seen.                   

 Another promising avenue of research is through the use of human induced pluripotent 

stem cells (hiPSCs) and oligodendrocytes derived from them. The methodology was applied in 

Pelizaues-Merzbacher, a disease that faces many of the same challenges as Wolfram syndrome 

with respect to research. It is also a rare, genetic disease where myelin has been implicated, 

caused by single gene but by hundreds different mutations. Nevin et al. were able to use hiPSC-

derived oligodendrocytes from several individuals with different mutations to identify individual 

and shared defects in mRNA expression, oligodendrocyte progenitor development, 

oligodendrocyte morphology, and oligodendrocyte capacity for myelination. This in turn led to 

the classification of presentations of the disease into sub-groups (Nevin et al., 2017). A similar 

approach could likely be applied to Wolfram syndrome. 

5.3 Concluding Thoughts           

 This work has greatly advanced the field’s understanding of how and where Wolfram 

syndrome impacts myelin, particularly highlighting the variability of myelin vulnerability across 

regions. These findings are crucial for the betterment of our understanding of this severe disease 

and will facilitate the identification of therapeutic targets and biomarkers to evaluate the efficacy 

of potential treatments. 
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